AUTHOR GUIDELINES

The Journal of Implant and Advanced Clinical Dentistry (JIACD) welcomes original, unpublished articles that focus on implant and advanced clinical dentistry topics. JIACD articles emphasize clinical techniques, critical reviews, case reports, and topics that can immediately benefit the modern actively practicing dental professional.

Manuscript Review

All articles submitted to JIACD are peer reviewed by the editor-in-chief, executive editor, and/or members of the JIACD manuscript review panel. Manuscript review commences once JIACD receives all text files, photographs, pictographs, fully signed (all authors) conflict disclosure form, and fully signed (all authors) transfer of copyright form associated with the submitted manuscript. The JIACD manuscript review process typically takes thirty (30) days from the date of complete submission. Upon manuscript review completion, the author will receive communication from JIACD regarding acceptance or rejection of the submitted manuscript.

Manuscript Format

JIACD manuscripts should be submitted to editors@JIACD.com in 5 separate files:

1. Manuscript Summary
2. Abstract
3. Manuscript text document
4. Photographs
5. Tables, figures, diagrams, artwork

(1) Manuscript Summary
The JIACD Manuscript Summary should be submitted as follows:

Date:
Manuscript Title:
Authors and Affiliations:
Corresponding author contact information (Name, address, phone, fax, email)
Word count:
Number of photographs:
Photograph captions: (i.e. Photo 1: Pre-op view, Photo 2: Post-op view)
Number of tables:
Table captions: (i.e. Table 1: Currently available dental growth factors)
Number of figures:
Figure captions: (i.e. Figure 1: Freeze dried bone allograft, Figure 2: Healing abutment)
Key words: A maximum of six (6) key words or phrases (MeSH format) should be included for manuscript indexing. MeSH keywords may be found at http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/

(2) Abstract
JIACD manuscript abstracts (250 words or less) should be submitted to editors@JIACD.com in the following format:

Background: Describes clinical situation discussed
Methods: Describes clinical procedures performed
Results: Describes clinical results
Conclusions: Author’s conclusions regarding the clinical relevance of the manuscript

(3) Manuscript Text Document
JIACD manuscripts should be submitted to editors@JIACD.com, should not exceed 3,000 words (excluding references), and should have references limited to 50 articles. Special exceptions to these guidelines may be implemented according to the nature of the submitted manuscript. Manuscript submissions should be in Microsoft Word format (.doc), double spaced, and in Times New Roman 12 pt font. This includes both PC and Apple platforms. Please do not submit photographs, tables, figures, diagrams, or artwork in the manuscript text document.

Product Identification
JIACD encourages direct identification of products used in the preparation of the manuscript. Product names should be cited with manufacturer and location according to the following example:
Oragraft® freeze dried bone allograft (LifeNet Health™, Virginia Beach, VA)

Manuscript References
References should be numbered consecutively in the order in which they appear in the manuscript. References should appear as a superscript in Arabic numerals after the punctuation mark at the end of the referenced sentence (i.e. There are thirty two adult teeth in the human mouth.23) Manuscript references should follow these AMA Manual of Style examples:

Journal
Website

Book

(4) Photographs
Photographs for JIACD manuscripts should be individually submitted in .jpg or .tiff format to editors@JIACD.com. High resolution photographs (300 dpi) are encouraged. Photographs of poor quality will not be accepted and may result in rejection of the submitted manuscript. Powerpoint slides are not acceptable. Human subjects should not be identifiable in submitted photographs unless a signed JIACD Photographic Permission Release Form is submitted. JIACD reserves the right to edit photographs (i.e. photograph border cropping) but will not alter the actual content of the photograph. Submitted photographs must be original and unaltered by photo editing software (photograph border cropping is acceptable). Photographs suspected of manipulation will not be accepted and may result in rejection of the submitted manuscript. All submitted photographs should have captions (where applicable) submitted in the JIACD Manuscript Summary.

(5) Tables, Figures, Diagrams, Artwork
JIACD manuscript tables, figures, diagrams, and/or artwork should be numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals and individually submitted to editors@JIACD.com. Tables, figures, and diagrams should be in Microsoft Word, Excel, or PDF format. Artwork should be in .jpg, .tiff, or PDF format. Tables, figures, diagrams, and artwork of poor quality will not be accepted for inclusion with the submitted manuscript. All tables, figures, diagrams, and artwork should have captions (where applicable) submitted in the JIACD Manuscript Summary.

Copyright
The JIACD Assignment of Copyright Agreement must be signed by all authors prior to manuscript review. Per the terms of the JIACD Assignment of Copyright Agreement, all manuscripts accepted for publication become the property of JIACD and its parent company SpecOps Media, LLC.

Conflict of Interest
The JIACD Conflict of Interest Declaration must be signed by all authors prior to manuscript review.

Questions
Submit questions regarding JIACD author guidelines to editors@JIACD.com or call 1-888-923-0002.